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Abstract 
 
In the field of constitutive modelling of soil behaviour, optimisation techniques have been mostly employed as a 
calibration tool, particularly when several model parameters lack clear physical meaning. In this paper, 
however, a procedure based on a Hill-Climbing optimisation algorithm is presented as a form of improving the 
performance of constitutive models. Specifically, a simple cyclic nonlinear elastic model, which is shown to be 
unable to simulate adequately the damping ratio measured under small and large strain amplitudes, is modified 
by applying the Hill-Climbing technique to the determination of a new relationship describing the 
unloading/reloading behaviour of soil under cyclic loading. The performance of the proposed model is assessed 
by evaluating its parameters based on three distinct sets of empirical damping ratio curves and computing the 
corresponding error in their simulation. It is shown that the introduction of the new unloading/reloading 
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expression formulated based on the outcome of the optimisation procedure increases substantially the precision 
of the constitutive model. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The cyclic nonlinear elastic framework provides a simple yet efficient form of introducing relevant aspects of 
dynamic soil behaviour in the analysis of soil deposits under cyclic loading. However, it has been widely 
demonstrated that constitutive models pertaining to this class, despite being able to accurately reproduce 
observed variations of secant shear stiffness with deformation level, generally tend to underestimate the 
damping ratio in the small strain region, while overestimating this property for large strain amplitudes [1-3]. As 
expected, this shortcoming raises important concerns over the applicability of this type of models to earthquake 
engineering problems, as it greatly affects the simulated response of soil deposits [3, 4], potentially leading to 
non-conservative assessments.  
 
In general, the formulation of a cyclic nonlinear elastic model comprises two distinct components: a backbone 
curve, which determines the basic characteristics of the stress-strain response of the material, and a set of rules 
defining the unloading/reloading behaviour under cyclic solicitations. Therefore, it is perhaps unsurprising that, 
in order to mitigate the effect of the abovementioned limitation of the cyclic nonlinear elastic framework, two 
distinct kinds of solution have been proposed: (a) improving the flexibility of the backbone function by 
introducing additional parameters [1, 5], and (b) altering the rules governing the response simulated during 
unloading/reloading stages [2, 6]. In this paper, the latter approach is converted into the analysis of an 
optimisation problem, where the objective is to determine the unloading/reloading behaviour which results in 
the most accurate reproduction of a given variation of damping ratio with strain amplitude. Indeed, the use of an 
optimisation technique is clearly advantageous in such situation, since, with the exception of backbone curves 
described by very simple functions, it is not possible to establish an analytical expression for this dynamic 
property, rendering the use of a trial-and-error process impracticable. To this effect, a random mutation Hill-
Climbing procedure [7] is employed, focussing on presenting all the development stages required for the 
solution of the devised optimisation problem, from establishing an initial pattern to determining an analytical 
function capable of improving the modelling abilities of the selected cyclic nonlinear constitutive relationship. 
The performance of the proposed model is evaluated by calibrating the respective parameters based on 
empirical damping ratio curves [8-10] and assessing the corresponding average relative error. 
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2. Cyclic Nonlinear Elastic Models 
 
The cyclic nonlinear elastic framework was initially proposed to overcome the inherent limitations of linear 
elastic and equivalent-linear analyses when modelling the effect of cyclic loading and wave propagation on soil 
deposits. Therefore, it is perhaps unsurprising that the main concern of this class of constitutive relations was to 
reproduce the basic features of soil behaviour typically employed in one-dimensional dynamic analyses, such as 
the strain dependency of both the shear stiffness and the damping ratio. The first of these concepts, which is 
essentially related to the velocity at which waves propagate throughout the simulated medium, is defined as the 
slope of the line connecting the two tips of the stress-strain loop exhibited by the material during unloading and 
subsequent reloading. Conversely, the energy dissipated during this process, which is related to the area 
enclosed by the stress-strain loop, may be quantified by the second of the abovementioned properties, the 
damping ratio,   [11]. 
 
A simple cyclic nonlinear elastic constitutive model is able to reproduce the observed hysteretic behaviour of 
soils through the definition of two distinct components [11]: (a) a base stress-strain relationship, termed 
“backbone curve”, and (b) a set of rules governing unloading/reloading behaviour. More complex versions of 
this type of models may also include additional equations to reproduce the effects of densification and pore 
pressure generation (e.g. [12]). The first of these aspects, as previously mentioned, describes the nonlinear 
stress-strain behaviour exhibited by the material during initial loading and may assume a wide variety of forms, 
as illustrated by the numerous equations found in the literature (e.g. [1, 5, 13-15]). In terms of the second 
component of the model, Masing [16] established two basic rules, which define the response of the material 
during unloading/reloading situations: (I) for initial loading, the stress-strain behaviour of the material is 
defined by the selected backbone function; (II) if a strain reversal occurs at a given point, the stress-strain 
behaviour of the material follows the backbone function with its origin translated to this point and scaled by a 
factor of 2. Although effective for modelling regular cyclic loading, Pyke [17] demonstrated that the application 
of these rules under irregular loading patterns might result in inconsistent behaviour. As a possible solution for 
the detected problems, the original Masing rules were extended [11]: (III) if when unloading/reloading the strain 
value exceeds the maximum past strain level, the stress-strain curve follows the backbone function and (IV) if 
an unloading/reloading curve intersects an unloading/reloading curve from a previous cycle, the stress-strain 
curve of the material follows that of the previous cycle. Alternatively, rather than employing analytical 
equations, mechanical models, such as those proposed initially by Iwan [18], may be used to simulate these 
aspects of cyclic soil behaviour. In this type of formulation, the  response of the material is reproduced by a 
series of elasto-plastic elements consisting of a linear spring coupled in parallel with a Coulomb slider. As a 
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result of this conceptualisation, the shape of the computed stress-strain curves is necessarily multi-linear, 
becoming smoother as the number of elements increases.  
 
In the present case, rather than defining explicitly a stress-strain relationship, the selected cyclic nonlinear 
elastic model is formulated based on a variation of the normalised tangent shear modulus,          , with the 
deformation level,  : 
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   )
  Eq. 1 
 
where  ,   and   are model parameters,    is the magnitude of strain registered at the last reversal point and   is 
a scaling factor. The latter quantity introduces in the constitutive equation the previously presented basic 
Masing rules, according to which   = 1 for initial loading, switching to   = 2 during unloading/reloading stages 
[11, 16]. Moreover, although this expression shares certain features with that proposed by Matasovic and 
Vucetic [5], it is important to note that the latter is intended for the calculation of the secant shear modulus, 
rather than allowing the direct quantification of the tangent stiffness value. Therefore, to compute the variations 
of the secant stiffness and damping ratio with deformation level, a numerical procedure is necessary to integrate 
Eq. 1 for different cycles of constant strain amplitude. Subsequently, the obtained stress-strain loops are 
analysed and the two aforementioned properties are extracted. 
 
To characterise its ability to reproduce basic aspects of dynamic soil behaviour, this constitutive model was 
calibrated based on two distinct sets of stiffness degradation and damping ratio curves generated by the 
expressions proposed by Darendeli [10]. These empirical relationships, briefly described in Appendix A, require 
the definition of five different variables: the mean effective stress (  ), the plasticity index (  ), the number of 
loading cycles ( ), the loading frequency ( ) and the overconsolidation ratio (   ). In the present case, as 
indicated by the values summarised in Table 1, both a granular and a plastic material under a typical earthquake 
excitation (10 loading cycles with a frequency of 1 Hz) were considered. The corresponding variations with 
strain amplitude of the normalised secant stiffness,          , and damping ratio,  , are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
For brevity, the two chosen sets of parameters will be referred to in the remainder of this text by the respective 
value of the plasticity index, as the remaining variables are identical for both cases. 
 
Given the well-known inability of this class of models to simultaneously replicate with an acceptable degree of 
accuracy the two aforementioned dynamic soil properties [1-3], the calibration procedure was carried out 
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separately for each of the two dynamic properties. The resulting four sets of parameters, which were obtained 
using an approach based on Genetic Algorithms similar to that described in Taborda [3], are listed in Table 2. 
 
In Fig. 2, the variations with strain amplitude of normalised shear stiffness and damping ratio corresponding to 
the computed parameters are compared to the reference curves employed in the calibration procedure. 
Qualitatively, it can be seen that the constitutive model is able to reproduce with a high degree of precision the 
values of normalised secant shear modulus when the parameters are determined based on this property (Fig. 
2(a) and Fig. 2(c)). However, in such situations, the damping ratio is considerably underestimated for low 
deformation levels, while for large strain amplitudes this quantity is highly overestimated. Conversely, the 
constitutive model appears to be capable of simulating reasonably the variation of damping ratio when this 
aspect of dynamic soil response is employed as reference behaviour (Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d)). As expected, this 
adjustment leads to a deterioration of the accuracy of the reproduced normalised shear modulus, particularly 
under large deformations.  
 
Quantitatively, the precision of the approximation provided by each of the sets of parameters was evaluated by 
computing the average relative errors in normalised shear modulus and damping ratio using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, 
respectively. In the presented expressions, the subscript       denotes the simulated behaviour, while the 
subscript     designates the reference curve. Furthermore, in order to guarantee that any conclusions drawn 
from the calculated values are representative of a wide range of dynamic solicitations, the adopted limits of 
integration were    = 1×10
-4
 % and    = 10 %. Naturally, greater levels of accuracy would have been achieved 
if a smaller interval of strain amplitude had been selected for the calibration procedure. In particular, the value 
of 10 % chosen for the upper limit may be considered as excessive, since at such deformation levels there is a 
clear predominance of plastic mechanisms which cannot be simulated adequately by this class of models.  
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The obtained results are presented in Table 3, where a good agreement is evident between the computed errors 
and the previous qualitative assessment of the performance of the constitutive model. In particular, the values 
yielded by this evaluation procedure demonstrate unequivocally that, as expected, the curve employed when 
determining the model parameters is subsequently reproduced with greater precision. However, it is interesting 
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to note that, contrary to the normalised secant shear modulus curve, which can be simulated accurately 
providing a suitable calibration process is carried out, the best approximations to the empirical damping ratio 
relationships (i.e. when this property is employed as reference behaviour) appear to be rather inadequate (   = 
15.1 % and 25.1 % for    = 0% and 50%, respectively). Therefore, to assess which aspects of the reproduction 
of the latter property are not suitably reproduced by the constitutive model, the variations with strain amplitude 
of the relative error in the simulated damping ratio were determined (Fig. 3). As it can be seen, while for larger 
deformation levels (in the present cases, above 10
-3
% to 10
-2
%) the quality of the numerical approximation may 
be deemed satisfactory, for low strain amplitudes the model severely under predicts the reference damping ratio, 
despite the fact that this property had been chosen for the calibration procedure. Indeed, this observation is in 
accordance with the limitations identified both by Puzrin and Shiran [1] and Taborda [3] when using cyclic 
nonlinear elastic models based on different backbone stress-strain curves. In the subsequent sections, this issue 
will be the main focus of the optimisation technique devised to improve the reproduction of this feature of 
dynamic soil response. 
 
 
3. Hill-Climbing 
 
Hill-Climbing is a local optimisation technique which, starting from a given initial solution to the problem 
represented by its   components     ,        , attempts to improve it by incrementally altering its 
characteristics. Should the new candidate solution be worse, as evaluated by the value of the objective function, 
 (  ), the introduced adjustment is rejected and the previous state is retained as the best known solution to the 
analysed problem. Similarly to any iterative process, these operations are carried out until a specified stopping 
criterion (i.e. value of the objective function, number of iterations, calculation time, etc.) is satisfied. 
 
The inherent flexibility of the formulation of optimisation techniques, which stems from the fact that their 
definition is often carried out using non-prescriptive concepts, implies that several distinct approaches to their 
implementation exist. Indeed, in the specific case of Hill-Climbing, Forrest and Mitchell [7] identified three 
possible alternative versions of this method: steepest-ascent Hill-Climbing (SAHC); next-ascent Hill-Climbing 
(NAHC) and random-mutation Hill-Climbing (RMHC). In the first of these variations (SAHC), all of the 
components of the candidate solution are sequentially modified in each iteration and solely the one leading to 
the greatest increase in the value of the objective function is accepted. Conversely, in NAHC, the first of the 
alterations resulting in an improvement of a given component of the candidate solution is immediately adopted, 
with the next iteration being initiated by analysing the impact of modifying the subsequent component. Lastly, 
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in RHMC, a random procedure is employed to select which component of the candidate solution is to be 
adjusted, with the corresponding operation being accepted solely if the value of the objective function increases. 
 
Clearly, the main advantages of Hill-Climbing are both its simplicity and the fact that, unlike gradient and 
Newton search methods, it requires solely the evaluation of the objective function and not its differentiation 
[19]. Conversely, it is well-established that, in any of the abovementioned forms, the capabilities of the 
algorithm are intrinsically more suitable to determine local maxima or minima of the selected function, as its 
convergence tends to be rather premature [7]. Therefore, in addition to its regular stand-alone use, Hill-
Climbing is often coupled with global techniques capable of covering wider regions of the search area, such as 
Genetic Algorithms [20, 21], when analysing cases where the objective function assumes a significantly 
complex form. 
 
Based on the principles described above, a Hill-Climbing procedure of the RMHC type was devised for 
establishing a new function for the scaling factor   during unloading/reloading, thus replacing the constant 
value of 2.0 proposed in the basic Masing rules [2, 6]. Furthermore, similarly to the formulation of the model 
presented in the previous section, it has been assumed that the deformation level is the sole variable influencing 
the magnitude of the new scaling factor, denoted in the remainder of the text by    in order to distinguish from 
the original quantity: 
 
   {
                 
 (|    |)                    
 Eq. 4 
 
Independently of the form assumed for function  , the Hill-Climbing algorithm is initialised by selecting a 
random candidate solution from within the search area: 
 
                   (           )         Eq. 5 
 
where       and       are, respectively, the maximum and minimum values of component   and         is a 
randomly generated real number, ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. Subsequently, each adjustment step is carried out by 
arbitrarily selecting one of the   components of the candidate solution and altering it according to: 
 
           (           )  (            ) Eq. 6 
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where      is a parameter defining the maximum adjustment allowed during step   and      is the proportion: 
 
     
          
           
 Eq. 7 
 
It is important to note that the expressions above were devised with the main objective of guaranteeing that the 
updated value of the selected component of the candidate solution (i.e.                  ) remains within the 
search area, which is defined by the lower and upper limits,       and      , respectively. Indeed, for    
     , Eq. 7 yields    = 0, meaning that Eq. 6 returns only positive values up to      (           ). 
Conversely, for         , Eq. 7 leads to    = 1, implying that the changes calculated by Eq. 6 are necessarily 
negative and limited to -     (           ). Additionally, the introduction of (           ) is 
intended to normalise the changes introduced in the candidate solution by the search area of the selected 
component, thus increasing the robustness and effectiveness of the algorithm in situations involving parameters 
of radically different magnitudes (e.g. shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio in elastic problems). 
 
Subsequently, the updated candidate solution,       , is employed in the re-evaluation of the value of the 
objective function, which, in the present case, consists in an aggregate measure of the relative error observed in 
the reproduction of the reference damping ratio curve: 
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 Eq. 8 
 
In this expression,     is the number of input data points provided to the algorithm. Note that the damping ratio 
was selected as reference behaviour to be simulated, since the model presented in the previous section was 
shown to be unable to reproduce adequately the empirical curves proposed by Darendeli [10]. Naturally, given 
the form adopted for Eq. 8, the aim of the optimisation procedure is to minimise the value of    , meaning that 
the acceptance criterion for the adjustment       can be established as: 
 
             
     
         Eq. 9 
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where         is the maximum allowable decrease in the quality of the candidate solution. Clearly, if a value of 
0.0 is adopted for this quantity, solely the performed adjustments which have led to a decrease in the simulated 
error are to be accepted. Conversely, if Eq. 9 is not satisfied, the modification       is rejected and the candidate 
solution is reset to            . Lastly, it should be noted that the specification of a non-zero, positive value for 
        may lead to a wider search area being explored, since allowing the quality of the candidate solution to 
decrease slightly tends to limit the impact of the tendency exhibited by the algorithm to converge prematurely to 
local minima of the objective function. 
 
 
4. Determination of patterns for a new scaling factor  
 
Based on the concepts introduced in the preceding sections, a Hill-Climbing procedure was devised for 
determining a possible variation with the deformation level of the modified scaling factor,   , which would 
result in a more accurate reproduction of the selected empirical damping ratio curves proposed by Darendeli 
[10]. Since no analytical expression is known at this stage for describing     (|    |), a general discrete 
function was adopted. Under such conditions, the magnitude of    is established for   given values of strain, 
  
  |     |,      , with linear variations being adopted for intermediate deformation levels (i.e. for 
  
         
 ). Furthermore, for values outside the adopted lower and upper limits for   , supplementary 
conditions are required to fully define the discrete function: for      
       
 , while for      
     
  
 . Naturally, as   increases, the approximation to the actual relationship between the deformation level and 
the modified scaling factor provided by the discrete function becomes more precise. In the studied case, an 
interval sufficiently large to include the range of strain amplitudes typically induced to the ground by the 
majority of dynamic phenomena (5×10
-5
% <   < 1×101 %) was selected. Subsequently, this interval was 
converted from amplitude into deformation level (  
  1×10-4% <    <   
  2×101 %) and was divided into 
nine sub-intervals of identical size (i.e.   = 10). Moreover, as suggested by Taborda [3], a logarithmic scale 
was assumed for this variable in order to provide the optimisation algorithm with comparable densities of 
function points,   
 , in both small and large strain regions. Similarly, the modified scaling factor    was 
supposed to be described by a logarithmic scale, thus implying that the variations between different points of 
the function (  
    
 ) are solely of a linear nature in a double-logarithmic space. As a result, the random 
adjustment introduced during step   in a given value     
  can be defined by: 
 
     (     
 )       (     (    
 )       (    
 ))  (            ) Eq. 10 
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where      is the ratio: 
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 )       (    
 )
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 Eq. 11 
 
Consequently, the new value of the scaling factor for   
  can be computed using: 
 
      
    [     (   
 )      (    
 )] Eq. 12 
 
The limits for the modified scaling factor were set to     
  = 10
-4
 and     
  = 10
2
, ensuring that this variable 
was allowed to assume a wide range of magnitudes. However, it is important to note that, after each calculation, 
a systematic verification procedure was carried out to guarantee that all of the returned values of     
  were 
sufficiently distant from the boundaries of the specified interval. Additionally, a magnitude of 0.10 was adopted 
for the multiplier     , while an aggregate error of 1.0 %, as determined by Eq. 8, was defined as the 
termination criterion for the optimisation process. Lastly, given the random nature of the employed method, it 
was necessary to repeat each calculation until the representativeness of the obtained solutions could be 
established. In the present case, similarly to the principles suggested by Taborda et al. [22], this was assessed by 
analysing the evolution of the average of each of the computed values of   
  with the number of executed 
calculations. Once the determination of a new set of values ceased to have a significant effect on the average 
magnitude of   
 , it was considered that a stable solution had been reached. Although it is recognised that this 
represents a rather simple approach to a complex problem, the use of a relatively low value for the termination 
criterion is intended to limit considerably the variability and scatter exhibited by the computed solutions, thus 
mitigating any substantial negative impact that the suggested method may have. 
 
The discrete functions defined by the various sets of points (  
    
 ) returned by the optimisation method when 
employed to reproduce the selected empirical damping ratio relationships (Fig. 1(b)) in conjunction with the 
model parameters  ,   and   calibrated based on the shear modulus reduction curves (Table 2), are illustrated in 
Fig. 4. Indeed, apart from the points corresponding to very low deformation levels, the values obtained for   
  
are characterised by negligible scatter, as confirmed by their proximity to the average relationships. Moreover, 
the computed functions clearly demonstrate that, in order for the constitutive model to simulate the behaviour 
identified by Darendeli [10], it is necessary for the modified scaling factor to increase by several orders of 
magnitude. Naturally, such a substantial variation is likely to be a direct consequence of employing model 
parameters established based on stiffness degradation curves, since, as suggested by Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d), a 
greater correction to the modelled damping ratio is required in these situations. Additionally, it is interesting to 
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note that a value of    = 2 was generally obtained for    ≈ 0.1 %, suggesting that the basic Masing rules may be 
effectively applied when analysing phenomena which induce moderate deformation levels in the ground. 
 
In Fig. 5, the simulated values of damping ratio are compared to the two empirical curves adopted as reference 
behaviour. As it can be seen, the introduction and adequate calibration of the modified scaling factor enabled 
the constitutive model to reproduce accurately the measured relationships over the whole range of strain 
amplitudes, being particularly effective in correcting the previously highlighted underestimation of the damping 
ratio under low deformation levels. Therefore, it can be concluded that the patterns of    resulting from the 
application of the devised optimisation method represent a valuable addition to the previously presented 
constitutive relationship, as it expands the modelling capabilities of the cyclic nonlinear elastic framework. 
 
 
5. Formulation and calibration of an analytical expression 
 
In the previous section, the characteristics of the variations of the modified scaling factor with the deformation 
level required for the accurate simulation of the selected damping ratio curves were determined. However, 
despite having demonstrated the capabilities of the calibrated discrete functions, their inclusion in the presented 
constitutive model is rendered difficult by the need to define   distinct points in the (     ) plane. Therefore, 
based on the observed patterns for   , an analytical function was devised: 
 
   {
                
(    )
|    |
   (
(    )  |    |
  (    )  |    |
)
  
                   
 Eq. 13 
 
where   ,   ,    and    are additional model parameters. Note that the form adopted for the proposed 
expression implies that when all of these quantities are set to    = 0.0,  
  assumes a constant value of 2.0, 
meaning that the behaviour simulated by the constitutive model reverts to that obtained using the original 
Masing rules. Furthermore, similarly to the discrete function case, a lower bound for    was prescribed by 
imposing a minimum value of 1×10
-4
% for    = |    |, thus eliminating the nonlinearity exhibited by Eq. 13 
under very low deformation levels. 
 
Naturally, given the relative complexity of Eq. 13, the employment of a Hill-Climbing procedure may facilitate 
the evaluation of the magnitude of the various parameters   . Indeed, starting from an initial solution to the 
optimisation problem defined as      (                   ), the principles of RMHC described in preceding 
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sections can be applied to improve its quality, as evaluated by the error observed in the reproduction of the 
reference damping curves. As previously presented (Eq. 5), the value of the different components of the initial 
candidate solution may be determined using: 
 
                   (           )         Eq. 14 
 
where       and       are, respectively, the maximum and minimum values of component   and         is a 
randomly generated real number, ranging between 0.0 and 1.0. Similarly, each adjustment step consists of 
arbitrarily selecting one of the   components of the candidate solution and altering it according to: 
 
           (           )  (            ) Eq. 15 
 
where      defines the maximum change allowed during step   and      is the relation: 
 
     
          
           
 Eq. 16 
 
Note that the frequent use of the limits of the search area to normalise the above expressions is of upmost 
relevance in the present case as it enables the algorithm to handle in a consistent manner the differences in 
magnitude of the various components    of the candidate solution. In the present case, several trial runs were 
carried out to allow reasonable values for       and       to be assessed with sufficient confidence, resulting 
in the search area defined in Table 4. 
 
For each of the reference damping ratio curves selected (   = 0% and    = 50%, illustrated in Fig. 1(b)), the 
devised optimisation method was employed to minimise the aggregate relative error determined using Eq. 8. 
The adopted termination criterion for the adjustment procedure was       < 1.0 %, while the maximum 
magnitude of each calculation step was set to      = 0.10. Furthermore, as described in the previous section, 
due to the large number of random operations included in the proposed expressions, each case was analysed 
several times until a considerably stable solution had been established, as evaluated by the evolution of the 
moving cumulative average of the different components   ,   = 1, 4. The obtained values are listed in Table 5 
together with the original parameters calibrated based on the stiffness degradation curves ( ,   and  ), while in 
Fig. 6 the resulting relationships in the    -    plane are compared with the previously determined discrete 
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functions. As it can be seen, there is an excellent agreement between the two curves over the entire selected 
range of deformation level. 
 
The behaviour simulated employing the parameters listed in Table 5 is illustrated together with the reference 
empirical stiffness degradation and damping ratio curves in Fig. 7. Clearly, even though the introduction of the 
proposed expression for the modified scaling factor resulted in a relatively poor reproduction of the former 
property, the variation with strain amplitude of the latter was accurately replicated for both analysed cases. 
Particularly, the previously observed tendency of the constitutive model to underestimate the damping ratio 
measured under low deformation levels was annulled by the adoption of the novel expression for the modified 
scaling factor (Eq. 13). Indeed, this conclusion is further corroborated by Fig. 8, where the obtained variations 
with strain amplitude of relative error in damping ratio are presented both for the original and complete set of 
parameters, as listed in Tables 2 and 5, respectively. Moreover, it can be seen that, for the selected reference 
curves and for the proposed model, the measured relative errors are limited to about +/- 5 % and are virtually 
independent of the chosen deformation level, confirming the robustness and flexibility of the new formulation. 
 
In Table 6, the average relative errors in normalised shear modulus and damping ratio as evaluated by Eq. 2 and 
Eq. 3, respectively, are listed both for the original and modified formulations. As previously observed, in the 
former case, the appropriate calibration of the model parameters using the reference damping ratio curves 
increased considerably the accuracy with which this property was reproduced. However, further significant 
improvements were obtained when employing the extended set of parameters required by the proposed 
expression for the modified scaling factor. Indeed, it is interesting to note that the damping ratio curves 
simulated by the improved formulation are of greater precision (2.6 % for    = 0% and 2.3 % for    = 50 %) 
than the shear modulus relationships corresponding to the original set of expressions (6.4 % for    = 0% and 
4.4 % for    = 50 %). Moreover, it is interesting to note that the computed distribution of errors appears to 
suggest that the introduction of the modified scaling factor resulted in a relatively smaller error in stiffness than 
that arising from employing the original formulation in conjunction with the model parameters estimated based 
on the damping ratio. Nevertheless, the average error observed in the simulation of the selected stiffness 
reduction curves remains high, which may be considered unacceptable for certain practical applications of the 
model. In such situations, the described Hill-Climbing technique may be applied to the determination of the 
values of the complete set of seven model parameters leading to the simultaneous minimisation of the errors in 
the secant shear stiffness and damping ratio variations. Naturally, by extending the reference behaviour 
employed in the optimisation problem to two distinct soil properties, the precision levels achieved by the model 
are likely to be inferior to those obtained when focussing on reproducing either of the curves independently. 
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6. Performance of the new constitutive model 
 
To characterise comprehensively the modelling capabilities of the devised constitutive relationship, the 
procedure described in the previous section was applied to several different sets of empirical curves. Indeed, in 
addition to the behaviour predicted by the expressions proposed by Darendeli [10] for distinct combinations of 
mean effective stress (   = 100 kPa and 500 kPa) and plasticity index (   = 0%, 15%, 30% and 50%), the 
curves presented by Vucetic and Dobry [8] for materials of various levels of plasticity and by Rollins et al. [9] 
for gravelly soils were employed in the calibration of the required parameters. This was accomplished by 
adopting a two-stage procedure, according to which the original model quantities ( ,   and  ) were firstly 
assessed based on the selected stiffness degradation curve, followed by the application of the previously 
described Hill-Climbing algorithm to determine the values of   ,   ,   , and    using the variations of damping 
ratio as reference data. It is important to note that this phased approach to the calibration of the model was not 
strictly necessary, given that the Hill-Climbing procedure could have been employed to establish the seven 
required quantities simultaneously. However the proposed method does result in the determination of a flexible 
set of parameters, since it facilitates the selection of which dynamic property is to be simulated accurately: the 
various stiffness degradation curves can be reproduced by using    =    =    =    = 0, while the corresponding 
damping ratio relationships can be replicated by employing the full array of parameters. 
 
The results obtained for each of the 17 analysed cases are listed in Table 7 in terms of the parameters yielded by 
both calibration stages and respective average relative errors, as determined by Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. As expected, 
the calculated values demonstrate that, in the present case, the use of parameter   is unnecessary, since all of the 
stiffness degradation curves tend to zero for large strain amplitudes. Moreover, it is interesting to note that, 
despite requiring the evaluation of additional parameters, the introduction of the modified scaling factor enabled 
the constitutive model to replicate the damping ratio data with a precision similar to that of the calculated 
variations of normalised secant shear modulus. Indeed, the average relative error in damping ratio is limited to 
about 5 % when employing the full set of parameters, which is comparable to a maximum of around 7 % for the 
reproduction of the stiffness degradation data using solely   and  . Particularly, as clearly illustrated by the 
figures presented in Appendix B, where the computed behaviour is shown together with the selected empirical 
data, the model appears to be capable of reproducing accurately the magnitude of damping ratio observed at 
small strain amplitudes (10
-4
 % to 10
-3
 %). Lastly, it can be seen that the performance of the presented 
constitutive model, though it has been formulated based on curves proposed by Darendeli [10], is in effect 
independent of the empirical relationships adopted as reference behaviour in the calibration procedure. 
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7. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, a random mutation Hill-Climbing optimisation technique [7] was employed in order to improve 
the global accuracy of a cyclic nonlinear elastic model based on that proposed by Matasovic and Vucetic [5]. 
Generally, the objective of the selected optimisation method was to determine an expression describing the 
modified scaling factor (  ), which defines the unloading/reloading behaviour of a material under cyclic 
loading, as a function of the deformation level (  ). Given that no specific analytical form for this relationship 
was known, the optimisation method was firstly employed to adjust a discrete function in the    -    plane, 
using as reference data the empirical damping ratio curves presented by Darendeli [10] for a mean effective 
stress of 100 kPa and a plasticity index of 0 % and 50 %. Based on the computed patterns, an analytical function 
was proposed and the necessary alterations to the optimisation technique in order to calibrate this type of 
relationships were outlined. Indeed, the obtained curves agreed well with the previously computed discrete 
variations in the    -    plane, leading to the accurate simulation of the selected empirical data, thus validating 
the followed approach and, more specifically, the expression adopted for the modified scaling factor. Lastly, the 
performance of the formulated constitutive relationship was further established by showing that a considerable 
number of different empirical damping ratio curves found in the literature [8-10] could be reproduced with a 
substantial degree of accuracy (i.e. average relative errors below 5 %). 
 
Overall, it was demonstrated in this paper that optimisation techniques may contribute significantly to the 
improvement of modelling capabilities of constitutive relationships. In the present case, it was shown that the 
use of a simple Hill-Climbing procedure in conjunction with a cyclic nonlinear elastic model led to the 
determination of a novel expression defining the unloading/reloading behaviour of soils, effectively replacing 
one of the basic Masing rules. As a result, the frequently highlighted inability of this type of models to 
accurately simulate the observed variations of damping ratio with strain amplitude [2-4] was largely eliminated. 
Furthermore, although it is recognised that more efficient optimisation methods could have been employed in 
the solution of the analysed problem (e.g. Genetic Algorithms), the outlined principles of the followed approach 
are independent of the adopted technique and can be applied to a wide range of issues related to modelling in 
geotechnical engineering.  
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Appendix A 
 
The stiffness reduction curves proposed by Darendeli [10] can be obtained using the following expression: 
 
    
    
 
 
  (
 
  
)
  Eq. A.17 
 
where the strain amplitude   is not in percentage and  , the curvature parameter, and   , the reference strain, are 
defined by: 
 
     Eq. A.18 
   
 
   
[            
  ]       Eq. A.19 
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Similarly, the magnitude of the damping ratio can be evaluated using: 
    (
    
    
)
   
              Eq. A.20 
 
where the factor   is calculated based on the number of loading cycles ( ) by: 
 
            ( ) Eq. A.21 
 
the hysteretic damping         can be determined for the current curvature parameter   by extrapolating the 
value corresponding to the standard hyperbolic model (             ) using: 
 
                        
                     
                       
 
 
Eq. A.22 
 
where 
 
              
 
 
 [  
     (
    
  
)
  
    
  ] Eq. A.23 
 
and the factors    can be evaluated by the following interpolation functions: 
 
            
                  Eq. A.24 
           
                  Eq. A.25 
            
                  Eq. A.26 
 
Lastly, the minimum damping,     , can be calculated by: 
 
     
 
   
(            
  )       [        ( )] Eq. A.27 
 
In all of the equations above,    is in atm (1 atm ≈ 101.3 kPa),    is in percentage,   has units of Hz and 
         ,   and   are dimensionless. The values of the constants    calibrated using the data points of the 
complete database assembled by Darendeli [10] are listed in Table A.8. 
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Appendix B 
 
In Fig. B.9 to B.12 the behaviour simulated by the proposed constitutive model when employing the complete 
set of parameters (i.e. determined based on the damping ratio data) is compared to the empirical data selected as 
reference behaviour and described in Table 7. 
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Table 1: Selected values for the variables employed by the expressions proposed by Darendeli [10]. 
Case    (kPa)    (%)   (-)   (Hz)     (-) 
(A) 100 0 10 1 1 
(B) 100 50 10 1 1 
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Table 2: Parameters of the constitutive model obtained for each analysed curve. 
Case Reference curve   (%)   (–)   (–) 
(A)    = 0% 
Secant shear modulus 1.343×10-2 1.080 0.000 
Damping ratio 2.000×10-2 0.760 0.020 
(B)    = 50% 
Secant shear modulus 3.281×10-2 1.080 0.000 
Damping ratio 3.862×10-2 0.782 0.020 
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Table 3: Average relative errors in simulated behaviour for each calibrated set of parameters. 
Case Reference curve    (%)    (%) 
   = 0% 
Secant shear modulus 6.4 70.1 
Damping ratio 110.9 15.1 
   = 50% 
Secant shear modulus 4.4 65.5 
Damping ratio 51.6 25.1 
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Table 4: Minimum and maximum values prescribed for the different curve parameters. 
Limit    (–)    (–)    (–)    (–) 
Minimum 50.0 0.05 1000.0 0.10 
Maximum 500.0 1.00 20000.0 2.00 
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Table 5: Original and additional calibrated parameters for the two analysed cases 
Case   (%)   (–)   (–)    (–)    (–)    (–)    (–) 
   = 0 % 1.343×10-2 1.080 0.000 185.34 0.191 12890.93 0.624 
   = 50 % 3.281×10-2 1.080 0.000 80.06 0.226 2927.20 0.692 
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Table 6: Average relative errors in simulated behaviour for the original and modified versions of the model. 
Case Reference curve    (%)    (%) 
(A)    = 0% 
Secant shear modulus (original) 6.4 70.1 
Damping ratio (original) 110.9 15.1 
Damping ratio (modified) 99.8 2.6 
(B)    = 50% 
Secant shear modulus (original) 4.4 65.5 
Damping ratio (original) 51.6 25.1 
Damping ratio (modified) 46.2 2.3 
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Table 7: Assessment of the performance of the model when reproducing different sets of empirical curves 
Case   (%)   (–)   (–)    (–)    (–)    (–)    (–)    (%)    (%) 
Darendeli [10] with    = 100 kPa,   = 1 cycle,     = 1.0,   = 1.0 Hz 
   = 0% 1.343×10-2 1.080 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 6.4 70.1 
185.34 0.191 12890.93 0.624 99.8 2.6 
   = 15 % 1.921×10-2 1.080 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 5.5 68.1 
142.28 0.205 7702.22 0.662 74.0 2.2 
   = 30 % 2.504×10-2 1.080 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 5.0 66.7 
104.47 0.212 4698.80 0.675 58.9 2.2 
   = 50 % 3.281×10-2 1.080 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 4.4 65.5 
80.06 0.226 2927.20 0.692 46.2 2.3 
Darendeli [10] with    = 500 kPa,   = 1 cycle,     = 1.0,   = 1.0 Hz 
   = 0% 2.355×10-2 1.065 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 5.9 67.6 
114.44 0.184 12874.41 0.647 83.9 3.3 
   = 15 % 3.355×10-2 1.065 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 4.9 66.5 
74.68 0.184 6166.48 0.657 64.0 3.4 
   = 30 % 4.360×10-2 1.065 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 4.3 65.8 
57.49 0.188 3796.56 0.673 51.9 3.4 
   = 50 % 5.702×10-2 1.065 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 3.7 65.2 
44.23 0.195 2318.91 0.688 41.4 3.4 
Rollins et al. [9] 
Lower curve 5.904×10-3 1.180 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 5.0 99.2 
454.64 0.168 4437.21 0.520 173.6 4.1 
Mean curve 1.111×10-2 1.180 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 3.7 113.6 
451.99 0.168 3267.26 0.515 174.9 4.6 
Upper curve 2.204×10-2 1.180 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 6.7 133.0 
541.99 0.177 3342.41 0.486 214.3 4.9 
Vucetic and Dobry [8] 
   = 0% 1.124×10-2 1.020 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 7.1 40.4 
99.46 0.249 6205.44 0.817 33.2 2.3 
   = 15 % 2.537×10-2 0.950 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 1.4 37.4 
154.39 0.308 3683.76 0.686 21.6 3.7 
   = 30 % 5.050×10-2 0.920 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 1.7 42.8 
71.92 0.283 1245.02 0.499 16.6 4.4 
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   = 50 % 1.038×10-1 0.920 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 1.2 49.8 
42.18 0.275 481.45 0.515 18.2 3.2 
   = 100 % 2.240×10-1 1.000 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.6 61.5 
111.01 0.347 343.54 0.679 22.4 3.2 
   = 200 % 3.782×10-1 1.110 0.000 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.5 66.6 
106.19 0.347 237.49 0.705 19.7 3.4 
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Table A.8: Values of the parameters determined by Darendeli [10]. 
Parameter Value 
   3.52×10
-2 
   1.01×10
-3 
   3.25×10
-1 
   3.48×10
-1 
   9.19×10
-1 
   8.01×10
-1 
   1.29×10
-2 
   -1.07×10
-1 
   -2.89×10
-1 
    2.92×10
-1 
    6.33×10
-1 
    -5.66×10
-3 
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Fig. 1: (a) stiffness degradation and (b) damping ratio curves reproduced by the expressions proposed by Darendeli [10] for the two 
selected sets of parameters. 
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Fig. 2: Comparison between the reference curves and simulated behaviour for the calibrated sets of parameters – (a) variations of 
stiffness and (b) damping ratio for Case A (   = 0%) ; (c) variations of stiffness and (d) damping ratio for Case B (   = 50%). 
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Fig. 3: Variation with strain amplitude of the relative error in damping ratio for the analysed cases when this property is employed as 
reference behaviour. 
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Fig. 4: Discrete variations of modified scaling factor for different optimisation runs and respective average curves for (A) Case A (   
= 0%) and (b) Case B (   = 50%). 
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Fig. 5: Reference curves and simulated damping ratio for different optimisation runs for (a) Case A (   = 0%) and (b) Case B (   = 
50%). 
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Fig. 6: Comparison between the computed discrete and analytical functions for the modified scaling factor for (a) Case A (   = 0%) 
and (b) Case B (   = 50%). 
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Fig. 7: Comparison between the reference curves and the behaviour simulated by the proposed model with modified scaling factor – 
(a) variations of stiffness and (b) damping ratio for Case A (   = 0%); (c) variations of stiffness and (d) damping ratio for Case B (   
= 50%). 
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Fig. 8: Variations with strain amplitude of the relative error in damping ratio introduced by the original and modified formulations of 
the constitutive model for (a) Case A (   = 0%) and (b) Case B (   = 50%). 
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Fig. B.9: Performance of the proposed model when reproducing the empirical curves proposed by Darendeli [10] for    = 100 kPa,   
= 10 cycles,   = 1 Hz,     = 1. 
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Fig. B.10: Performance of the proposed model when reproducing the empirical curves proposed by Darendeli [10] for    = 500 kPa,   
= 10 cycles,   = 1 Hz,     = 1. 
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Fig. B.11: Performance of the proposed model when reproducing the empirical curves proposed by Rollins et al. [9]. 
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Fig. B.12: Performance of the proposed model when reproducing the empirical curves proposed by Vucetic and Dobry [8]. 
 
  
